Why helper tower Kiki is the best for you kid
With NIPSTI! helper tower Kiki we have put special focus on making the helper tower as safe as
possible for your kid and at the same time convenient for you as a parent to use. Having this in
mind we have designed a helper tower that has the following characteristics:

- Anti-slip surface inside
Activity in the kitchen often involves water and you can be sure that some of it also lands on the
platform of the helper tower where the kid is standing. Smooth surface becomes dangerously
slippery when water gets on it, but the standing platform and step of Kiki is covered with anti-slip
surface which does not get slippery when getting wet. Thus there is a smaller risk for for your kid to
slip and fall.

- Stability
Kiki is relatively heavy (11 kg), which ensures stability of the tower and makes it dif cult for the
kid to tilt or overturn it. At the same time this does not mean that the parent needs to use enormous
force to move the tower. The design of Kiki is such that it can be easily lifted. And if you really do
not feel the strength to lift it, you can slide Kiki on the oor by using the rounded corner of the
tower's front "legs".

- Clean outer surface
The outer surface of Kiki is clean and free of additional widgets both in tower-position and deskposition. Kiki does not have protruding metal hinges nor screws that can, upon using the tower,
injure the kid, damage kitchen furniture or to which the kid or parent can get stuck with their
clothes.

- Easy to clean
When acting in the kitchen it often happens that some of the raw material misses the bowl or pot
and lands on the oor or on the tower. And when the small busy hands have nished preparing the
meal, Kiki may be coated with our. Fortunately this does not mean that the parent then needs to
vigorously scrub the helper tower. For Kiki it is enough if you use a damp cloth and the tower is
clean again.
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To ensure that the use of Kiki would be as safe as possible for your kid, make sure to follow
the user instructions and warnings that we have given and that can be found in the product
package and also HERE. The kid must NEVER be left on the helper tower without adult
supervision, because little action-minded companions require adult's helping hand to safely
explore the world.

